RE, Assemblies and
Collective Worship Resources

RE in the Classroom with 4-5s
Helen Jaeger

£7.99

50 easy-to-use Bible-based lesson plans for teaching
essential life skills
Teaching RE to early years has to be relevant to
everything else that young children are learning. The
material in this book covers key learning areas for 4–5s
such as playing fairly, developing independence, eating
healthily, making friends and following rules.
The 50 lesson plans in this resource offer fun and
interactive ways to explore these key areas through
a creative game or activity, questions and discussion
ideas, a Bible story and a reflection. This book has been
designed for you to pick up and use straight away.
pb, ref 978 1 84101 614 6 • RE and PSHCE • Early years/Foundation
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What Makes a Winner?

Chris Hudson, Jane Butcher,
Joy Howell, Ken Wylie

£6.99
A cross-curicular classroom and Collective Worship
resource on learning life lessons from sport
Winning, losing, competition, cooperation…
Help children to see beyond ‘success’ and ‘winning’
to think about the deeper questions of behaviour,
citizenship and faith, and other PSHE values. Explore
big ideas with your class as they ask hard questions
about sporting values. This fully updated, new edition
of successful the title Who Comes First? now includes
material for Key Stage 1. Contains five lesson plans,
two assembly outlines and a reflective story outline.
pb, ref 978 1 84101 742 6 • RE, Assemblies, Collective Worship,
PSHE • KS1; P1–P3 and KS2; P4–P7 • Published May 2015 •
themed Barnabas RE Day and INSET available

Valuing Money
Chris Hudson

£9.99
A 10-unit RE programme helping children unpack
the real value of money
A cross-curricular resource for primary schools,
enabling children to explore moral issues around our
attitude to money and what it represents, and to think
about what is truly valuable. Ten story-led lesson plans
come with illustrations, Bible link stories and crosscurricular classroom activities, and three assembly
outlines suitable for Collective Worship. With financial
affairs regularly in the news, children can unpack what
this means and how a moral understanding can impact
our response.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 121 6 • RE, Assemblies, Collective Worship,
PSHE • KS1; P1–P3 and KS2; P4–P7 • Published June 2015 •
themed Barnabas RE Day and INSET available

www.barnabasinschools.org.uk

36 Ready-to-Read Assemblies for
Collective Worship
Helen Lings

£9.99
Taking your school through the Bible story in a
year
Explore the Christian faith, providing familiarity with
Bible stories and context for more widely known
biblical references. The 36 key Bible passages cover
a year, each accompanied by interactive questions,
a thought for the day, prayer and hymn suggestion.
Each assembly offers a choice of a traditional and
contemporary version of the Bible and of classic
and modern Christian prayers. The material looks at
commonly read Bible texts, showing how they shape
our thinking and perceptions.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 375 3 • Assemblies, Collective Worship, RE •
KS1; P1–P3 and KS2; P4–P7 • Published July 2015

What Price
Peace?

Chris Hudson

£8.99
A teaching
resource for
primary schools
exploring issues
of war and peace
Ten units of
classroom
material and
three assemblies
for 5–11s based
around the First World War. Helps children
engage with issues of faith and belief, and
the bigger questions that war raises. With
background information, retellings of real-life
events and cross-curricular activities.
For Barnabas RE days and support material:
www.barnabasinschools.org.uk/whatpricepeace
pb, ref 978 1 84101 691 7 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship, History, Literacy, PSHCE • KS2; P4–P7 and KS1;
P1–P3 • themed Barnabas RE Day and INSET available
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The RE
Teacher’s
Survival
Guide

Jane Brooke

£6.99
A practical guide
to teaching RE in
primary schools
An easy-to-read
manual that
equips primary
RE teachers by
developing skills
in guiding classroom discussion when there
are differing views. Builds competence and
confidence.
A wealth of material for a teacher thrust into
subject leadership in a primary school… This
jargon-free guidance will give you all the help you
need. Church Times
pb, ref 978 0 85746 220 6 • RE Teachers at KS1, KS2
and P1–P7

Visit www.barnabasinschools.org.uk for RE Days and INSET
Emotionally
Intelligent RE
Cavan Wood

£7.99
Learning about
our emotions
from Bible stories
Essential to
RE and PSHE
teaching through
a unique
combination
of Bible-based
material with
PSHE themes. With 25 lesson plans, a range
of classroom activities, examining different
emotions through the lens of a Bible story.
This is an enterprising volume, because it
grasps a nettle that church primary schools
often avoid: where does Personal, Social and
Health Education stop, and RE start?… By my
calculations it is 32p a lesson. If that gives me a
weekend off from RE preparation, it is worth…
more. Church Times
pb, ref 978 1 84101 617 7 • RE, PSHCE • KS2; P4–P7

8 Biblethemed
Journey Days
for Primary
Schools
Barbara
Meardon, Verity
Holloway

£9.99
Cross-curricular
resource for
teaching about
Christianity
Eight story-based flexible workshop days to
help primary schools deliver high quality crosscurricular RE supported by their local churches.
The ideas can be delivered by schools linking
with their local church or by churches supporting
their local school.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 247 3 • RE, art, literacy and drama •
KS1, KS2 and P1–P7

Christianity:
Key Beliefs
and
Traditions
Cavan Wood

£7.99
An RE resource
for teaching
Christianity at
Key Stage 2
Ideal for teaching
Christianity at Key
Stage 2, helping
children to explore
faith, evaluate key ideas and link the themes to
their own experience. Over 30 topics look at the
history of Christianity, and how faith is lived out
now.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 251 0 • RE • KS2; P4–P7

Teaching
Narnia
Olivia
Warburton

£6.99
Cross-curricular
classroom
and assembly
resource
This book draws
on C.S. Lewis’s
classic series,
providing a wealth
of ideas with RE,
literacy, PSHCE and citizenship applications.
This is a wonderful resource in which the
stories are allowed to speak for themselves.
The lesson plans provide a stimulating trigger
for the imagination, and for creativity, and all of
it in a meaningful way. Lewis wrote the Narnia
Chronicles as children’s stories… Their ‘ancient
power’ shows why they have stood the test of
time.Teachers can use this volume… with total
confidence. Dennis Richards, Church Times
pb, ref 978 0 85746 256 5 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship, PSHCE • KS2 & KS1; P4–P7 & P1–P3 • themed
Barnabas RE Day and INSET available

www.barnabasinschools.org.uk

Poetry
Emotion

OVER

6000

Stewart
Henderson

SOLD

£6.99
50 original
poems to spark
an imaginative
approach to
topical values

Stories for Interactive Assemblies
Nigel Bishop

£6.99
15 story-based assemblies to get children
talking
Easy-to-tell stories based in the classroom but
with their roots in the parables of Jesus.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 143 8 • Assemblies, Collective
Worship, RE, PSHCE • KS1 & KS2; P1–P3 & P4–P7

Poems to
encourage social
and emotional
development and a love of literacy.
The range of poems in this book could be used in
a variety of contexts. It would make a valuable
addition to any KS2 teacher’s bookshelf. RE Today
What Michael Morpurgo has done for children’s
fiction, Henderson has done for poetry.
Church Times
Visit barnabasinschools.org.uk/9781841018935
to watch a video of Stewart talking about poetry
in schools.
pb, ref 978 1 84101 893 5 • PSHCE, RE, Assemblies,
Collective Worship, Literacy • KS2; P4–P7

Where in the
World?
Martyn Payne

£9.99
An RE and
assembly
resource on
the worldwide
Christian Church
Follow Sparkle
the Swallow as
he journeys to
different churches in Europe, Africa and the
Middle East. Exploring what Christians around
the globe believe through examples.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 155 1 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship • KS1 & KS2; P1–P3 & P4–P7
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A-cross the
World

Martyn Payne
and Betty
Pedley

£15.99
An exploration
of forty
representations
of the cross from
the worldwide
Christian Church
The stories behind 40 crosses from a wide
diversity of cultures and Christian faith traditions.
Crosses available to download.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 074 5 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship • KS1 & KS2, P1–P3 & P4–P7

Visit www.barnabasinschools.org.uk for RE Days and INSET
Bible
Storybags®
Margaret
Cooling

£12.99
Reflective
storytelling for
primary RE and
assemblies
Tried-and-tested
storytelling styles
to encourage
creative thinking and reflective response. The 16
units cover key stories from the life of Jesus.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 073 8 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship, PSHCE • KS1 & KS2; P1–P3 & P4–P7

Wow! Our
Amazing
Planet

David Chandler

£9.99
A cross-curricular
conservation
resource for
primary RE
teachers
Interactive ideas
explore how to care
for the environment.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 249 7 • RE, Science, Literacy, PSHE,
Geography, Citizenship • KS1 & KS2; P1–P3 & P4–P7

The Gospels
Unplugged

Stories of
Everyday
Saints
Veronica
Healey

£9.99
40 stories with
Bible links and
related activities
Forty read-aloud
stories of people
who have lived
their lives for God,
including New Testament, historical, worldwide
and contemporary saints such as Martin Luther
King. With additional, age-differentiated activities.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 072 1 • Assemblies, Collective
Worship, RE, PSHCE • KS2; P4–P7

Story
Assemblies
for the
School Year,
Volume 1
and 2

Edward Carter
with Jo Fageant

£8.99 each
36 ready-to-use
assemblies
with five-minute
stories, teacher’s
notes and RE
follow-up

52 poems and
stories for
creative writing,
RE, drama and
collective worship

Topical issues
explored
through creative
storytelling of key
Bible accounts
with instructions
for simple props
which add to the
story as it builds.

pb, ref 978 0 85746
071 4 • RE, Drama,
PSHCE, Literacy • KS2,
P4–P7

pb • Assemblies,
Collective Worship,
RE, PSHCE • KS1 &
KS2; P1–P3 & P4–P7

Lucy Moore

£12.99

www.barnabasinschools.org.uk

Nursery
Rhyme
Nativities

The
Encyclopedia
of Bible
Crafts for
Children

Brian Ogden

£7.99

Laurie
Castañeda

Three easy-toperform plays
for pre-school
and early years
learning
Young children
can tell the
Christmas story
using original songs sung to well-known nurseryrhyme tunes, with easy-to-follow directions,
costumes and props.

£12.99
187 fun-filled,
easy-to-do craft
activities for
children
Age-differentiated Bible crafts from Genesis to
Revelation, with discusion points.
pb, ref 978 0 85746 217 6 • Links: RE, Art, Craft • 5–11s

My First Bible

The
Barnabas
Schools’
Bible

£7.99

£12.99

pb, ref 978 0 85746 067 7 • Drama, Festivals, Music •
Reception, Year One and preschool

OVER
13000
SOLD

Rhona Davies,
illustrated
by Marcin
Piwowarski

Leena Lane,
illustrated
by Gillian
Chapman

A treasury of
well-known Bible
stories ideal for
reading aloud with
KS1 children, with
bold, colourful illustrations and age-appropriate
text to make the stories come alive for younger
readers.
hb, ref 978 0 85746 079 0 • RE, Assemblies, Collective
Worship • KS1; P1–P3

365 Bible stories
at a vocabulary
KS2 level
The stories are presented in a continuous thread
from Genesis to Revelation in chronological
rather than biblical order, giving children a logical
understanding of the events. Encyclopedia
section included.
hb, ref 978 0 85746 082 0 • RE, Circle Time, Collective
Worship • KS2; P4–P7

Great discounts available on bulk orders of My First Bible and The Barnabas Schools’ Bible.
25 copies

My First Bible
The Barnabas Schools’ Bible

50 copies

100 copies

£169.78		£319.60		£619.23
£276.03		£519.60		£1006.72

Visit www.barnabasinschools.org.uk to order packs of 25, 50, 100 or more!

Schools can place orders online and pay on receipt of an invoice:
www.barnabasinschools.org.uk/buying-on-invoice
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ORDER FORM
You can order in several ways!

General Information
Delivery times within the UK are normally 15 working days.
All prices are subject to the current rate of VAT.
Prices are correct at the time of going to press
but may change without prior notice.
Email: enquiries@brf.org.uk

• Visit www.brfonline.org.uk
• Telephone BRF Direct 01865 319700; Fax 01865 319701
• Complete the order form below and send it to:
BRF, 15 The Chambers, Vineyard, Abingdon OX14 3FE

Your local Christian bookshop will stock BRF titles.

The BRF office is open 9.15 am to 5.30 pm, Monday to Friday.

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

Postage & Packing Charges

Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS

Order value

UK

Europe

Surface

Air Mail

Under £7.00

£1.25

£3.00

£3.50

£5.50

£7.00–£29.99

£2.25

£5.50

£6.50

£10.00

£30.00 and over

FREE

Prices on request

QTY

TOTAL

Total value of books
Postage and packing
Donation
Total for this order

Title.................. First name (or initial) ........................................... Surname............................................................................ Acc. No...................................
Address ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................. Postcode .........................................
Telephone ......................................................................................... Email ......................................................................................................................................

q

Please keep me up to date with new titles and news by email.

Method of payment
q Cheque q MasterCard
Card no.

q Visa q Postal Order

nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn
nn nn

nn nn

		
Valid from

Expires

Signature

Security code*

*Last 3 digits on the reverse of the card
ESSENTIAL IN ORDER TO PROCESS
YOUR ORDER
1234 567

nnn

Date

EXAMPLE

/

1234 567
EXAMPLE

/

ESSENTIAL IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD

Please send your completed order form to:
All orders must be accompanied by the appropriate
payment or invoice details for schools.
Please make cheques payable to BRF.
To invoice the school—please complete contact
details and provide an order number

BRF, 15 The Chambers, Vineyard, Abingdon, OX14 3FE
Tel: 01865 319700 • Fax: 01865 319701
Website: www.barnabasinschools.org.uk
Barnabas in Schools is part of The Bible Reading Fellowahip (BRF)
Registered Charity No. 233280

www.barnabasinschools.org.uk

